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Nigerian certificates
Certificate scandal that
caused shock and outrage
amongst many Nigerians.
Published by Premium Times
in April 2018, via Leaks.ng.
Barbie’s records
Unauthorised viewings of
medical records of a Dutch
hospitalized celebrity.
Published by EenVandaag in
April 2018, via Publeaks NL.
—
> p.81
Paradise Papers
A set of confidential
electronic documents
related to offshore investments, created by legal
firm Appleby. Published by
The Süddeutsche Zeitung in
November 2017.
Killer contracts
Illegal contracts to deregister students from the
central exams to raise the
school’s average results.
Published by de Volkskrant
in July or August 2017, via
Publeaks NL. —
> p.41
Election leak
WhatsApp group conversation in which officials
from the Health Institute of
the State of Mexico were
organizing brigades to rally
votes for Del Mazo, the PRI
candidate. Published by
several news outlets in
May 2017, via Mexicoleaks.
—
> p.31
Football Leaks
Documents including
contracts, e-mails and
spreadsheets containing
information about tax
avoidance by several football
stars. Published by several
news outlets in December
2016.

Unaoil Leak
Cache of emails dating from
2001 to 2012 sent within
Unaoil revealed that Unaoil’s
operatives bribed officials
in oil-producing nations
in order to win government-funded projects.
Published by Fairfax Media
in 2016.
Ochoa corruption scandal
Documents indicating
Mexico’s anti-corruption
president Enrique Ochoa
privately accepting improper
payments from a public
entity. Published by several
news outlets in September
2016, via Mexicoleaks.
—
> p.53
Destruction documents
Documents involving the
systematic destruction of an
area of archaeological importance and the collusion of the
authorities that had granted
construction permits in Valle
de Bravo, west of Mexico
City. Published by several
platforms in March 2016, via
Mexicoleaks. —
> p.63
Highway to hell
Federal Roads and Bridges
laid the foundations of the
tender for the company
Redisegno, which was
supposed to offer cybersecurity services, but did
not install the systems.
Published by several news
outlets in January 2016, via
Mexicoleaks. —
> p.13
Swiss Leaks
Giant tax evasion scheme
allegedly operated with
the knowledge and encouragement of the British multinational bank HSBC via
its Swiss subsidiary, HSBC
Private Bank (Suisse).
Published by CBS in 2015.
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A. Publeaks helps
whistleblowers when
legal protections fail
Leon Willems, Free Press Unlimited

6
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PERSONALIA

Name
Leon Willems
Biography
Leon Willems (1961) was
appointed Director of Free
Press Unlimited in May 2011.
Before this, he served as
Director of Press Now.
His leadership and vision
have contributed to Free
Press Unlimited becoming
one of the leading press
freedom organisations of
today. The organisation
is active in more than 30
countries, focusing on
conflict reporting, safety
for journalists, investigative
journalism, gender and
youth and media.
During the nineties,
Leon Willems held several
positions at Ikon Television,
a small broadcaster
specialized in war reporting
and social documentaries.
For years he was the
producer of important news
stories about the Middleeast and Sub Saharan Africa.
Between 2004-2007 Willems
worked for the United
Nations, setting up
independent radio stations
in South Sudan. In 2008 he
initiated the Radio Dabanga
project in partnership with
journalists, NGO’s and
peace groups.

As of December 2008 Radio
Dabang is broadcasting
daily, independent news for
the people in Darfur, Sudan.
Leon Willems believes
that media are crucial tools
for democracy building
and contribute to the
development of society
as a whole. Bringing
independent media to the
people is the principle aim
of his work.

It is the early morning of Wednesday, December
20, 2017. Busloads of people get ready to visit
Europe’s largest underground Christmas fair. The
annual fair in a cave system in Valkenburg, in the
southern tip of the Netherlands, is popular with
visitors from Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands,
and farther afield. The market has earned the city of
Valkenburg the title ‘European City of Christmas’.
At the same time as the visitors get ready to enter
the cave, EenVandaag, a prominent current affairs
program that airs on television daily during prime
time hours, publishes Life threatening situation
in Christmas market-caves. The major of
Valkenburg has for years ignored warnings by
the fire department. Should fire breaks out at the
underground Christmas market, it’s visitors are
trapped like rats in a cage. EenVandaag was able
to bring this revelation after a whistleblower
contacted its newsroom via Publeaks NL.
The revelations about the Christmas marketcaves have had several cascading effects. Firstly,
newsrooms around the country and abroad picked
up on the press release instantly, to warn the
hundreds of thousands of visitors from home and
abroad that visit the caves every year. Secondly,
EenVandaag prominently highlighted both the
indispensable role of the whistleblower and
Publeaks NL in its broadcast and publication.
In the weeks that followed, both EenVandaag and
other participating newsrooms are able to bring
additional high-profile stories based on whistleblower tip-offs. Thirdly, local administrators have
promised to re-evaluate fire safety at the
Christmas fair. A decision on permits and decision
making processes is expected ahead of next
year’s fair.
9
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Public interest whistleblowing is indispensable
for strong and independent watchdog media.
Without whistleblowers, the stories documented
in this book — about corruption and election
tampering in Mexico, about exam fraud and
privacy breaches in the Netherlands — would
never see the light of day. All too often, journalists
and their sources are subjected to violence. The
perpetrators of this violence continue to threaten
independent watchdog journalism with impunity.
While protection for journalists and their sources
is imperative, Publeaks is a technological failover
for whistleblowers in countries where sources
don’t enjoy or trust legal protections offered by
the state.
With Publeaks, Free Press Unlimited enables
whistleblowers to contact journalists privately
and anonymously. Whistleblowers can choose
to remain the unsung heroes behind important
publications, because a story is too explosive,
the environment too violent to be named as
the source. Journalists gain the tools to safely
conduct online investigations, and access to
information that would otherwise have been kept
from the public. Free Press Unlimited chooses
to work with professional media: investigative
journalists are uniquely trained to objectively
balance access to information with the public
interest.

media and its audiences in the Netherlands.
Méxicoleaks has rekindled a solidarity among
its member newsrooms, and an urgency to
publish and find strength in numbers. Leaks.ng
has created a platform for Nigerian newsrooms
to jointly advocate for stronger whistleblower
protection. To participating newsrooms,
Indonesialeaks is a common banner to rally
public support for whistleblowing.
But the backbone of these initiatives is the
provision of a service to journalists and their
sources: to connect whistleblowers and their
stories of corruption and abuse of power
to professional media and their audiences.
Publeaks provides a public service — protection
for whistleblowers and journalists — that is
the responsibility of governments. But sadly,
around the world, more often than not, this
service is conspicuously absent.

The stories in this anthology document the
bravery of whistleblowers, the resilience of
journalists, and the propensity of information
to always reach the public.
Each platform adapts to the local environment.
Publeaks NL has closed the gap between the
10
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1. Leaking news to get
revenge
Eduard Martín-Borregón, RindeCuentas
Homero Campa, Proceso
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
November 13th, 2015

Result
Expose bad tender
practices by the Federal
Roads and Bridges agency
CAPUFE.

Content
Police reports and notary
statements
Submitted to
All Méxicoleaks partner
newsrooms
Submitted by
Edgar Chake Corella Flores
made his accusations openly
to the Méxicoleaks
members

THE PUBLICATION

Date
January 19th, 2016
Title
Amañan licitación de 75
mdp en CAPUFE y no la
pueden ejecutar
Capufe: la historia de una
licitación amañada
Byline
Eduard Martín-Borregón,
Homero Campa
Publishers
PODER, Proceso, Animal
Político, Aristegui Notícias
and Periodistas de a Pie
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It was certainly a unique case: an entrepreneur
used Méxicoleaks to denounce a case of
corruption in which he was one of the original
beneficiaries. In addition, although the
Méxicoleaks platform allows documents to
be leaked safely and anonymously, he made the
accusation openly, without hiding his identity.
On July 8, 2015, the federal agency that operates
Mexico’s highways, Caminos y Puentes Federales
(Federal Roads and Bridges, or CAPUFE),
launched a public tender for an IT security
service. Redisegno.com, the company that
won the tender, signed a contract for 75 million
Mexican dollars.
The tender, however, was rigged: the technical
specifications that CAPUFE had requested
coincided point-by-point with the products
and services offered by the multinational firm
Barracuda Networks, whose exclusive distributor
in Mexico was Redisegno. This was no coincidence:
Enrique Agustín Martínez Salgado, a notary
public at Mexico’s third Notary Office, had the
“connections” to set up meetings between
CAPUFE officials and Redisegno’s owner,
Edgar Chake Corella Flores. This was how the
“customized” call for tenders was drafted
and Redisegno won the tender in exchange
for a 30% “commission” on the contract.
The notary public, however, “double-crossed”
the entrepreneur: he asked Corella to come by his
office where, after surrounding him with a group
of armed men, Martínez Salgado forced him to
sign falsified minutes of a Redisegno general
shareholders meeting in which Corella and his
mother (a minority shareholder) sold the company
15
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and waived any related rights. According to those
meeting minutes, which are now in the hands of
Méxicoleaks members, Corella and his mother
“sold” Redisegno for 50,000 Mexican dollars to
Cristel Amparo López Santos and Carlos Alberto
Lugo Vega. Both are shareholders of the firm
Fact Leasing and, coincidentally, employees at
Mexico’s third Notary Office, which is directed by
Martínez Salgado.
It was quite the business deal: the notary public
used his employees to “purchase” a company
for 50,000 Mexican dollars — when that company
had just been awarded a contract with CAPUFE
worth 75 million Mexican dollars.
But the notary public’s plan backfired. During
the call for tenders, Corella had transferred
Redisegno’s licenses for the Barracuda Networks
products to another one of his companies as a
precautionary measure. In other words, Redisegno
needed Corella’s other company to fulfill the
contract with CAPUFE.
The notary public thus landed the business
but not the licenses required to operate the
equipment; the entrepreneur still held the
licenses, but could not sell them to CAPUFE. The
federal agency received the new equipment from
Barracuda but was unable to use the equipment
because it lacked the operating licenses.
This can of worms ended in a legal battle in which
the entrepreneur reported the notary public’s
actions to the Mexico City Attorney General
(PGJDF) and to CAPUFE’s internal oversight body
and, by doing so, tacitly acknowledged his own
involvement in the rigged tender.
16
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Although Redisegno had not complied with the
contract deadlines, CAPUFE did not terminate the
agreement until January 18, 2016, just one day
before the news organizations that form the
Méxicoleaks alliance ran the story after confirming
the information with the federal roads agency.
Given that it was impossible for Redisegno to
fulfill the contract, CAPUFE signed an agreement
for the “updating of IT perimeter security system
licenses” with the company Reiscom. This was a
temporary measure that cost 4,847,000 Mexican
dollars.
The case, which was thoroughly documented due
to Corella’s thirst for revenge, not only sketched
the trail of corruption but also shed light on how
tender fraud occurs. First, “contacts” with a
government agency are needed to come up with
technical specifications adapted to the products
and services a company offers. Later, the same
company is “urged” to participate with the
assurance that it will win the bid. Of course, as
part of this process, the company must hand over
a percentage of the contract amount.
There is one part of the story that remains unclear,
however. Who was protecting Martínez Salgado?
The notary public never responded to requests
that reporters left with his office. According to
Corella, when he met the notary public, Martínez
Salgado told him that he “belonged to a political
group within the State of Mexico that had
entrusted him with the task of allocating projects
to different federal, state and municipal offices.”
Before becoming the country’s president, Enrique
Peña Nieto was the governor of the State of
Mexico, and the events recounted here occurred
during his presidency (2012-2018).
17
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2. A case that smells
on all fronts
Annemieke van Dongen, BN DeStem
Sander van Mersbergen, BN DeStem
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
January 22nd, 2015

Result
Creditors seize company
assets.

Content
Reports of the Social
Affairs and Employment
Inspectorate, health
certificates by doctors
of the Netherlands Center
for Occupational Diseases,
internal correspondence
from management to
personnel.
Submitted to
BN DeStem, de Volkskrant,
Nieuwsuur, Omroep Brabant
Submitted by
Anonymous

THE PUBLICATION

Date
January 29th, 2015
Title
Meer overtredingen bij
mestverwerker AquaPurga
Byline
Annemieke van Dongen,
Sander van Mersbergen
Publisher
BN DeStem, other
regional news publication
of De Persdienst
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It all began on January 22 with a message via
Publeaks NL. A source reported abuses at
AquaPurga, a company known as a reputable
player in the world of manure processing.
A week earlier, members of the Council of Brabant
paid a working visit to the company. Apparently,
employees were home sick because they were not
protected against toxic fumes when they worked
on the installations. In addition, 500 investors
were threatened with losing their millions because
the company was in financial trouble. The
machines did not perform as promised: turning
manure into clean water and valuable residues,
the source reported.
Although the tip was sent to other media (de
Volkskrant, Nieuwsuur and Omroep Brabant), we
decided to start working on it. After all, manure
processing is a hot issue in the countryside, where
farmers are required to process their cattle’s
surplus manure in an environmentally friendly
way. The chemical process can be a risky business,
we learned from the accident in Makkinga:
in 2013 three people lost their lives in a manure silo.
In addition, manure processing is a new business.
And new branches are more likely to attract
cowboys who promise the moon to their investors
and customers.
Our source had sent 47 documents, ranging from
reports from the Social Affairs and Employment
Inspectorate, health reports from doctors of the
Netherlands Centre for Occupational Diseases
Health and internal correspondence from
management to personnel.
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After some detective work, we quickly identified
the probable source. Since we did not have a
telephone number, only an address, we drove
to his house on Friday afternoon, 24th January,
where we met his partner. We then arranged
a meeting for Monday the 27th. The information
from this former employee formed the basis for
the rest of the investigation.
Because there was some pressure on this case —
other media were also tipped — we did not
purposefully draft a key question. The questions
we had were not that different than for any other
journalistic story: what happened, how could that
happen, who is responsible, what are the
consequences? Some of the answers could be
found in the documents we had been sent, some
could not. The biggest challenge was to fill in the
gaps in the story with other sources within the
shortest possible time span.
After hearing the (shocking) story from our source,
we started to look as fast as we could for other
sources that supported his claims and for answers
to the questions that were still open. On the same
Monday that we interviewed the former employee,
we visited Brabant farmers to ask them about their
experiences with AquaPurga manure processors.
Once back at the editorial office we contacted
the Employment Inspectorate, water boards,
other former employees, other farmers, farming
organisations, pulmonologists, suppliers,
investors, lawyers, the court, etc. They all gave us
a piece of the puzzle we wanted to solve. We had
a fairly clear division of tasks: Annemieke focused
on the environment and health aspects of the
story, Sander on the economic side. Parallel to the
24
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journalistic process, we also thought about the
means of publication. We were quite quick to
decide that we wanted to open the newspaper
with the story — once it was complete — and that
we would use the inside of the newspaper for a
reconstruction.
The sources were in part handed to us:
an inspection report here, an internal mail there.
That provided a good but fragmented picture.
To complete the picture, we needed more:
additional written sources, but above all, human
interpretation of the documents. How should
you interpret an excess of nitrogen content? How
dangerous is that? What does it mean that the
bankruptcy has been requested for an AquaPurga
subsidiary? How exactly was the — extremely
complex — financing structure of the company
constructed? Who pays the price if the whole
place collapses? Also: what type of water may
or may not be discharged into surface water?
The list of experts we approached in a short time,
is almost infinite.
We established the reliability of the sources partly
from their authority (official bodies, professors)
and partly by meticulously checking and verifying
all claims. The main point of concern at this stage:
is the former employees’ story accurate? Are
we not just dealing with frustrated people who
have lost their jobs and want to put their former
employer in a bad light? We therefore made
sure that we talked to five employees and that
their story was supported with documentation
— doctors’ statements, for example. Finally,
we showed the documents to people who still
worked for the company and of course to the
employer, AquaPurga, itself.
25
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The conclusion of the story quickly became quite
clear: there’s something wrong on all fronts at
AquaPurga. The claims of the whistleblower were
in fact all true. That was disconcerting. Exposing
employees to dangerous substances, making
false promises to investors, misleading farmers,
discharging contaminated water into surface
water, not paying salaries: we were able to
substantiate everything.
We wanted to publish our story in Thursday’s
newspaper. That gave us three days to complete
our research and work out our findings. On the
tight side, but it had to work. However, Tuesday
afternoon we received a signal from our
whistleblower: in the meantime Omroep Brabant
and Nieuwsuur had also sounded the alarm. So,
we decided to aim for Wednesday’s newspaper.
We worked ourselves into a frenzy to make
everything watertight and to present our findings
to the management of AquaPurga. Early Tuesday
evening, after two days intense research, the
publication was ready. All the Wegener and the
Limburg newspapers, with a total of more than a
million readers, could open with the story the
following day. We both had the feeling that,
despite the short window of time, we had brought
to the surface everything we needed to write a
revealing and complete story.

Also, the exact risk for the investors would require
further investigation. We did all of that at a later
stage, partly through a Freedom of Information
Act request for grant money, and as a result,
several follow-up stories were also published.
We wrote the stories together, from start to finish.
Of course, it must be noted that we could never
have published the story without Publeaks NL.
In provincial and national politics, our story has
led to questions in parliament and provincial
government. At the time of writing this, the
company balances on the edge of the abyss.
Creditors have laid claim to company assets;
various subsidiaries have been declared bankrupt.
Biggest gains of our story? The debate about
manure processing, particularly in Brabant, has
received a new impetus. This subject is vitally
important for the quality of life and health of
the inhabitants of the province, and through
our work, the discussion can now be conducted
with more insight.

Of course, there was one disadvantage to the
speed at which we had to process the story:
we couldn’t get to the bottom of everything.
For example, in two days it was not possible to
determine the precise damage suffered by the
farmers who had the machines on their property.
Nor could we fully answer the question of whether
grant monies were involved.
26
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3. Whistleblowing
platforms at election
time
Sebastián Barragán Hidalgo, Aristegui Noticias
Mathieu Tourliere, Proceso
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
May 31th, 2017

Result
These tip-offs and these
publications were received
in the middle of an election
cycle. This election was the
closest ever contested state
elections in the Mexican
state of Mexico.

Content
Screenshots of
WhatsApp conversations,
Excel spreadsheets
Submitted to
Aristegui Noticias, Animal
Político and Proceso
Submitted by
Anonymous source

THE PUBLICATION

Date
June 2nd, 2017
Title
Gobierno mexiquense utiliza
doctores para amarrar votos
a Del Mazo
Byline
Sebastián Barragán Hidalgo,
Mathieu Tourliere
Publishers
Aristegui Noticias, Proceso

The 2017 elections for governor in the state of
Mexico involved an electorate of more than 15
million people and political parties employed
enormous manpower and money to attract votes.
In some cases, they went so far as to use illegal
tactics, as documented by Méxicoleaks.
The fact is, there was a lot at stake in these
elections. Not only is the state of Mexico the
country’s largest, which also means it has the
highest budget of any Mexican state, it is also the
historic bastion of the Institutional Revolutionary
Party (PRI), which has not lost a governor’s race in
the state for the past century. Enrique Peña Nieto,
Mexico’s current president, was the governor of
the state from 2006 until 2012 and several highranking members of his administration also served
under him when he held this post.
However, in the lead-up to the 2017 elections,
the PRI leaders were nervous: for the first time in
history, surveys indicated that Alfredo Del Mazo,
the PRI candidate and cousin of Peña Nieto, could
very well lose the governor’s elections to Morena,
the candidate of the National Regeneration
Movement. All eyes in Mexico were focused on
this election as it was deemed likely that the PRI
would go to any extreme — even resorting to
illegal tactics — to keep the governor’s seat.
Méxicoleaks received two leaks that confirmed
these fears.
The first files it received confirmed one frequent
hypothesis during the campaign: that
governments use public funds for shadow
structures that seek to obtain votes illegally.
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Just a few days before the vote was scheduled,
a citizen leaked a file detailing the workings of a
WhatsApp group in which officials from the
Health Institute of the State of Mexico (ISEM)
were organizing brigades to rally votes for Del
Mazo, the PRI candidate. Some of the group
members were high-ranking officials in the state
healthcare system: hospital directors, heads and
vice-heads of departments.
The WhatsApp messages published on
Méxicoleaks provided an unprecedented look
at the ruling party’s system for illegally getting
votes: they revealed how over a ten-month
period, doctors exchanged maps and official voter
lists from the populous town of Ecatepec. Once
voters were identified, the doctors were expected
to gather their data and send them charge cards
that would supposedly provide economic
benefits.
The Ecatepec Town Hall, where the PRI party also
holds power, actively participated by ordering
public lighting in the areas where the groups of
recruited voters were concentrated. These joint
efforts are considered illegal because they involve
the misappropriation of public funds.
The leak, however, not only unveiled the work
the PRI did “on the ground”, it also revealed the
existence of an electronic platform where the
ruling party gathered the names, addresses,
phone number and illegal perks given to the
recruited voters.
Through Méxicoleaks, journalists received the
IP addresses and the passwords they needed to
access a hidden portal where the PRI stored
34
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directories with the names, addresses and phone
numbers its electoral associates, along with the
personal information of the voters each had
recruited.
The portal and the WhatsApp chats provided
extraordinary insight into part of the PRI’s
electoral workings. According to the documents
Méxicoleaks received, the associates would
receive a call on election day to reach out to
the voters they had recruited, in exchange for
electronically activating the charge card.
In the information reviewed, Méxicoleaks
journalists confirmed that the funds were revoked
if beneficiaries did not present valid voter
credentials at the polls.
After confirming the information, the Méxicoleaks
reporters made several simultaneous calls to
members of the WhatsApp group, including its
“leader,” Miguel Ángel Múñoz Hernández, an
ISEM advisor.
Taken aback by the call, Múñoz claimed to know
nothing of the matter and hung up. However,
there were voice messages sent to the WhatsApp
group in which the official encouraged doctors to
rally votes. The other officials contacted also hung
up, refusing to comment.
The second leak sent to Méxicoleaks involved
another WhatsApp chat involving PRI-affiliated
youth from Fundación Coliseo who were
also commissioned to rally votes in the state
of Mexico.
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One young man who was a member of the
WhatsApp group was not affiliated with the ruling
party and did not intend to vote for the PRI
candidate; he kept his eye on the chats
exchanged by the party-affiliated members for
weeks and when he noted some irregularities,
he decided to go to Méxicoleaks.
One of the members of this group was Abraham
de Jesús López Fuentes, who offered on two
separate occasions to add senior citizens to the
“65 and over” program run by the Department
of Social Development (Sedesol), a federal entity
that aids Mexico’s poor.

are common knowledge, documents that provides
details of their workings are rare.
The PRI candidate, Alfredo del Mazo, won the
elections with 33.56% of the votes, while Delfina
Gómez of the Morena party received 30.78%;
it was the closest election in the history of the
state of Mexico, one in which public resources
were employed to rally votes. Neither case was
ever brought before a judge or so much as
investigated by the courts. Sadly, for the moment
such practices continue to be par for the course
in Mexican politics.

According to Mexican law, it is illegal to use any
public program to promote a candidate or public
official.
Nonetheless, López Fuentes invited his fellow
group members to sign up the elderly in the
public program as part of their campaign to win
votes for the party. On two separate occasions,
he urged them to hurry since the program
registrations would have to be completed before
the commencement of the pre-election
restrictions established by law.
The nature of the files received (the WhatsApp
chats) revealed documents secretly exchanged
among public officials to illegally rally votes, in
addition to providing the names and phone
numbers of group participants.
A great number of people read and discussed
the reports published by the media outlets that
comprise the Méxicoleaks alliance: although the
complex electoral structures of Mexican parties
36
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4. How a tip-off can
lead to a completely
different story
Kaya Bouma, de Volkskrant
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
July or August 2016

Result
The Education Inspectorate
comments on the article to
say that these exam
practices pop up from time
to time. The Ministry of
Education, Culture and
Science reiterates that such
practices are illegal in a
comment to the newspaper.

Content
Notification without
attachments
Submitted to
de Volkskrant
Submitted by
Anonymous

THE PUBLICATION

Date
7 September 2016
Title
Scholen weren zwakke
leerlingen van examen
Byline
Kaya Bouma

The final exams have hardly come to an end when
a message comes in via Publeaks NL. The tip is
about a high school in the east of the country.
The sender is a pupil who, in his own words, risks
‘suspension or even removal’ from school by
sending this message.
Something is not right at school around the final
exams, the informant writes. In the weeks prior
to the central examinations, a department head
spoke separately to students whose grades were
poor. ‘Under slight pressure’, they were given a
‘binding advice’ to deregister for the central
exams. ‘(...) with the aim of raising the school’s
average results for the exams, after disappointing
results in recent years.’
After being passed around the editorial office,
the message ends up in my inbox. I only started
as educational reporter about two weeks ago.
‘Slight pressure’ and manipulation of the success
rates — sounds like a tip worth checking out.
A request for more information had already been
sent to the whistleblower via Publeaks NL.
I approach the school’s parent-teacher committee.
They refer me to the board of directors, but first
I want to speak to the students concerned:
the students who did not take the final exams.
Was it indeed a matter of a binding advice?

Publisher
de Volkskrant

An internet search provides a list of final exam
students. I find the telephone number of one of
them. ‘That rumour is indeed going around our
school,’ the boy says. He will put me in touch with
the students who did not take the final exam.
He promises to call back soon.
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Then there’s silence. I hear nothing more from
this student. He doesn’t answer his phone or reply
to text messages. I approach as many final exam
candidates as I can from the school in question
through Facebook. I talk to students and parents
of students who did not sit the final exams.
Some did indeed feel they had little choice, they
say. ‘You noticed that they wanted to get rid
of you,’ says a boy who did not sit the exam and
left school without graduating. Was the advice
binding? ‘That’s how they put it.’ Other students
say the complete opposite: ‘My grades were
already poor,’ one girl tells me. She chose not
to participate because of the stress the exams
caused her. ‘This was my own choice!’
When asked, the school confirms this opinion.
The pupils withdrew from the final exams
voluntarily, insists the department head mentioned
in the tip. I have reached a dead end. The stories
differ too much from each other. What one
considers to be good advice, is in the eyes of the
other, a binding advice. Nothing more is heard
from the informant himself. Case closed? Not
entirely. Meanwhile, several calls to the Education
Inspectorate, the National Action Committee for
Students (LAKS in The Netherlands) and Parents &
Education, lead to something else.
Apparently, the authorities are familiar with the
complaints about students who feel pressured not
to take the final exams. Around exam time,
telephone calls pour in about schools that,
according to them, use a wide range of tricks to
exclude students from final exams. One of the
softer and more ambiguous variants is the advice to
students who score poorly not to take the exams.
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‘Advice is always permissible,’ says a LAKS
employee. ‘The bottom line is: whose interest is
served? The student’s or the school’s?’
There also appear to be harder versions. There
are schools that give students a contract where
it is set out in black and white: if the student is not
doing well, he may not take the final exams. This
is how schools screen for favourable success rates.
Grades are considered important by many school
boards because parents take them into
consideration when choosing a school.
May I look at those contracts? Not long afterwards
my inbox fills up. And so another issue presents
itself. Stories about ‘killer contracts’ have been
circulating for a while. This method is forbidden,
but every year schools that use them pop up.
The Education Inspectorate has to deal with them
every year but will not disclose details. The NCRV
TV program de Monitor devoted an interesting
broadcast to the subject, but apart from that,
it is unexplored territory.
Then in one fell swoop, I receive a series of
documents that give a rare insight into the world
of exam contracts. In the weeks that follow, I talk
to students, parents and directors of schools that
use these contracts. I review reports about the
pressure at schools in relation to success rates
and talk to educational lawyers.
‘Schools use contracts to deter weak students from
taking exams’ is the headline of the final article in
the newspaper. The school where it all began is not
mentioned in the article. Nothing more was heard
from the whistleblower through Publeaks NL.
Nonetheless, all that research paid off.
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B. Why laws to protect
whistleblowers matter
for us
Anna Myers, Whistleblowing
International Network
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PERSONALIA

Name
Anna Myers
Biography
Anna Myers serves as
the Director of the
Whistleblowing International
Network (WIN). Anna
helped establish WIN, which
is a network of civil society
organizations that helps
build capacity to defend
and protect whistleblowing
around the world. She is
a legal expert with over
15 years experience in
the field of public interest
whistleblowing and
anti-corruption.
Previously, Anna Myers was
Deputy Director at Public
Concern at Work (PCaW)
— the UK’s leading
whistleblowing
authority — for nine years
and was UK evaluator for
GRECO (Council of Europe’s
Group of States against
Corruption). She has advised
hundreds of individual
whistleblowers in the UK
and has long worked with
governments and civil
society in North America,
Europe, Africa, and Asia.

Leon Willems describes in the introduction to this
anthology how an important story hit the airwaves
via PubLeaks NL because those who had the
authority to address a serious problem were failing
to do so. It reveals the true value of whistleblowing
in preventing disaster. The anonymous
whistleblower that revealed the Life threatening
situation in Christmas market-caves knew that the
mayor of Valkenburg was failing to discharge his
obligations to protect the public; letting other
interests override serious safety warnings that the
Christmas market cave was an underground fire
trap. There had been no proper scrutiny of the
merits of his decision not to act until the story was
made public. Plenty of people were doing their
jobs properly but the message was blocked at the
highest level. Someone — likely working close to
the fire service or the mayor’s office — finally
decided to let the public know.
On the 14 June 2017, just months before the
Dutch story was made public, 72 people were
killed in the Grenfell Tower fire in London. A fire
that began in a lower level flat of a social housing
tower block quickly turned into a blaze that
engulfed the entire structure. The directions the
fire service gave to residents to stay inside their
homes proved disastrous. The community looked
on in horror while those trapped inside called
their families to say goodbye.
We now know that the fire exits were not up to
standard and that the building’s external cladding
was highly flammable. Repeated warnings were
made over many years. An independent public
inquiry into the Grenfell Tower disaster opened in
May 2018. It began with two weeks of moving
testimony from family and friends about the lives
of those who perished.
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The inquiry will take 18 months to examine the
circumstances leading up to and surrounding
the fire and make recommendations to the UK’s
Prime Minister. There is public outrage about how
decisions were made and warnings ignored.
Laws to protect whistleblowers make serious
sense. These laws make it clear that it is right to
speak up. They make it illegal to punish someone
directly or indirectly for reporting a concern
about risk, wrongdoing or abuse of power to
those who have a responsibility to address it
— whether that is their own employer or another
organisation. The laws must also protect public
disclosures via the media about wrongdoing or
other matters that the public has the right to
know. If we make it too difficult for people to act
in the interests of others, we risk not learning
about serious problems before it is too late.

5. Méxicoleaks is not a
vehicle for politics
Claudia Ocaranza, Animal Político
Nayeli Roldan, Animal Político

There are an increasing number of whistleblowers
raising important issues that impact people’s lives
around the world. Laws to protect these brave
individuals help us hold those with power to
account, whether in government or corporations.
Whistleblowing laws are not the only way to
ensure the public has the information it needs but
they are an important resource to those who see
the obstacles that are in the way, whether by
accident or by design, and can act to bypass or
remove them. The rest is up to us.
The people of Valkenburg are lucky. It is thanks to
whistleblowing platforms like Publeaks that they
can make sure their underground Christmas
market is the happy carefree event it is meant
to be, safe for all to enjoy.
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
September 1st, 2016

Result
Ochoa admits to receiving
excess severance payments
and donates money to
charity.

Content
Contracts, HR
documentation and
internal CFE regulations
Submitted to
All Méxicoleaks partner
newsrooms
Submitted by
Anonymous source

THE PUBLICATION

Date
September 25th, 2016
Title
Enrique Ochoa dona a
fundaciones la liquidación
de 1.2 mdp que le dieron al
renunciar a CFE
Byline
Claudia Ocaranza,
Nayeli Roldan
Publishers
Animal Político, Proceso,
Aristegui Noticas, Más de
131, PODER and Pie de
Pagina

In September 2016, Enrique Ochoa had recently
been appointed president of Mexico’s ruling
party, the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI).
His first task was to deal with the accusations
of corruption against Veracruz Governor Javier
Duarte, whom President Enrique Peña Nieto had
named as an example of the “new generation
of the PRI” during the 2012 elections.
To accept his new appointment, Ochoa had
resigned his directorship with the Federal
Electricity Commission (CFE), the state energy
firm that he had headed for two years and
five months. With regards to his resignation,
Méxicoleaks received documents showing that
Ochoa had received 1.2 million Mexican dollars
as a settlement from the CFE. However, because
he had resigned and not been dismissed, the
payment should have been 231,118 Mexican
dollars, as established by the Federal Labor
Law and the CFE Workers Manual. The amount
he received was equal to nine months of his
salary — half of the time he had in fact worked
for the commission — and was presumably an
improper payment.
It appeared that the information could sully not
only Ochoa but his entire party: the new head of
PRI had taken a solid stance against corruption
among party members but had privately
accepted an improper payment from a public
entity. Right around the same time, Governor
Duarte was thrown out of the ruling party, and
the leak revealed Ochoa’s contradictory position.
However, when Méxicoleaks began, its founders
had decided that regardless of the relevance of a
link to a current-day event, the platform would
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only publish information that had been doublechecked. The leak was information of public
interest, since an official had received public
funds, but it was essential to confirm the
authenticity of the documents and assure that
the money received had, in fact, constituted
an improper payment. This would protect
Méxicoleaks in case certain individuals intended
to utilize the information to undermine someone.
Among the documents sent to the Méxicoleaks
platform was a copy of the check for 1.2 million
Mexican dollars with Ochoa’s signature, Ochoa’s
electronic status change record in SAP from
“active” to “voluntary separation,” and status
change records for other former CFE directors.
Therefore, as always, the work of Méxicoleaks
involved in-depth investigation and intense
reporting to ensure the authenticity of the
documents. The first step involved obtaining
the CFE Workers Manual through both reporter
sources and public information access, to
confirm the criteria which applied to Ochoa’s
settlement and the CFE policy.
To ensure the documents were authentic,
Méxicoleaks paid a visit to the Federal Conflict
Resolution and Arbitration Court, which stores
files on all termination of employment between
companies and their employees. There we located
the file with all relevant documents, including one
with Ochoa’s signature acknowledging receipt
of the check for 1.2 million Mexican dollars.
In addition, we sought out labor rights experts
who explained the legal criteria for differentiating
settlements for resignation from severance
payment upon termination. The experts
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confirmed that Ochoa had in fact received an
improper payment.
Based on the Méxicoleaks methodology, one
step remained: before going public with the leak,
it was necessary to contact those involved to ask
them if they had any comments. Ochoa’s public
relations team was contacted to explain the
nature of the investigation, which was nearly
finished at that point. Initially Ochoa refused to
be interviewed though he later agreed to meet
with two reporters from the research team.
Ochoa came to the interview with a big smile,
as if he had nothing to worry about, though
he was accompanied by two CFE lawyers,
a PRI senator and his PR team.
Before the reporters began recording, Ochoa
insinuated that Méxicoleaks was being used
to thwart his attempts to remove corrupt party
members like Governor Javier Duarte: a case
of shooting the messenger to diminish the
importance of the message.
“Duarte will be deprived of his political rights
later this week,” said Ochoa. “There are no
coincidences in politics. So I’m wondering, this
information you want to publish, who sent it?”
“Méxicoleaks is not a platform for attacking
anyone. This information is of public interest,
which is why we are investigating,” replied
the reporters.
The CFE lawyers—who theoretically had no
connection with Ochoa any longer—had come
from their state offices for the meeting between
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the entity’s former director and the reporters.
For more than an hour, they argued that the
payment corresponded to that received by any
high-ranking official who left the institution.
“It is moral — or ethical — to receive a settlement
equivalent to nearly a year’s salary after
resigning?” the reporters asked.
“The settlement I received from the CFE is a
standard settlement (...) I received no preferential
treatment and the norms apply to me just as
they would apply to any other official in my
same position moving forward (...) It’s a suitable
payment, because it’s in accordance with CFE
norms,” said Ochoa.
After the interview, Méxicoleaks had scheduled
to release the news on Monday, September 26,
and it informed both Ochoa and his PR
collaborators of the publication date. However,
on Saturday, September 24, the PRI social
communications director called a Méxicoleaks
member to ask whether Reforma would also be
publishing with Méxicoleaks. He said that a
Reforma reporter had asked for an interview with
Ochoa and sent the recording of the Méxicoleaks
interview, as it was “easier” than scheduling
another interview with the head of the PRI party.

as Reforma, Sunday, September 25, with the
assurance that our articles in Aristegui Noticias,
Proceso, Periodistas de a Pie, Animal Político and
PODER would provide more in-depth reporting,
in addition to quoting both experts and Ochoa
himself. That same day, Reforma went public
with quotes from the interview conducted
by Méxicoleaks reporters with the PRI leader.
Despite this disloyalty, the story caused
quite an impact. Public opinion turned against
Ochoa and other news outlets replicated
the information in different ways, with the
Mexican paper La Jornada releasing cartoons
by Helguera and Rocha, and with a story by a
Proceso reporter that followed up on employee
settlements in the public sector.
Ochoa was under so much pressure that he
decided to donate the money to the Foundation
Michou y Mau for child burn survivors and the
UNAM Foundation in December 2016. Yet Ochoa
never admitted that he had in fact received an
improper payment. “Severance pay is legal
and shall continue to be legal. My donation
is a voluntary act that does not seek to cover
up anything. It is a transparent, public act.”

The PRI team’s strategy of sending the
information to another media outlet appeared
to be an attempt to diminish the impact of the
publication of the news by the Méxicoleaks
members, and thus benefit Enrique Ochoa.
In response to this situation, those of us at
Méxicoleaks decided to publish the same day
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6. A leak that
prevented the
destruction of
pre-Hispanic ruins
Celia Guerrero, Periodistas de a Pie
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
November 21st, 2015

Result
The social movement
against construction at
an archaeological site
in Mexico increases in
strength and manages
to stop the construction
of a shopping mall.

Content
Construction licence, photos
of the archeological site
Submitted to
All Méxicoleaks partner
newsrooms
Submitted by
Citizens living in and near
the Valle de Bravo

THE PUBLICATION

Date
March 8th, 2016
Title
Valle de Bravo, un “pueblo
mágico” construido sobre
vestigios
Byline
Celia Guerrero
Publishers
Pie de Pagina, Animal
Político, Proceso, Aristegui
Noticias, Más de 131 and
PODER
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When we think of leaks, our minds immediately
focus on enormous quantities of data or digitized
documents that become public thanks to today’s
tech-savvy activists. And to a certain extent,
that is the case. However, there is also an analog
aspect that is relevant to the activities related
to whistleblowing and investigative journalism.
Investigations that begin with digital information
can later spill over into physical archives or other
documents that do not necessarily originate in a
digital medium. In the case of a leak to the digital
platform of Méxicoleaks, they can start with a
simple clue that leads us to historical archives
that have not been digitized.
In 2016, a tip-off on the destruction of a preHispanic archeological site in the tourist town
Valle de Bravo, west of Mexico City, reached
the media outlets that comprise Méxicoleaks.
Valle de Bravo was a ceremonial site of the
Matlatzinca people who inhabited the state of
Mexico more than 1,400 years ago. Today, luxury
residences go for millions of dollars on this
lakeside peninsula.
The leaked documents included architectural
plans for a shopping center, “Patio Valle.”
The plans considered the partial archeological
recovery of the base of a pyramid in the parking
lot of a grocery store. The source reported
on the systematic destruction of an area of
archaeological importance and the collusion
of the authorities that had granted construction
permits there. Among the permits was one for
the shopping mall, an investment by a company
owned by powerful Mexican entrepreneurs.
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Journalistic investigation and the double-checking
of information posed different challenges in
this case. The first involved a historical archive
of archaeological documents on the site’s
importance that had not been digitized. Later,
it was necessary to compare the analog map with
the digital one to verify the exact location of the
sites where the ruins were located; constructions
now exist on many of them.
Once the information had been verified, reports
were published by each of the media outlets
and partner organizations of Méxicoleaks. These
articles evidenced the destruction of the site
and created sufficient media, social and political
pressure to prevent the construction of the
shopping mall.
The National Anthropology and History Institute
(INAH) is the Mexican government office
entrusted with the preservation of the country’s
archaeological, anthropological and historical
heritage. One of its tasks is to research
Mesoamerican cultures within the country.
Founded in 1939, the INAH has an important
historical archive that includes archeological
research; it offers public access with certain
restrictions. Visiting the archive was one of the
first steps taken by the group of Méxicoleaks
journalists to double-check the leaked
information.
After poring over dozens of folders related to
this archeological site at the INAH archive, we
discovered that research had been carried out at
Valle de Bravo since 1972. The first archaeological
study had confirmed the complex nature of the
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site and its importance. Additionally, it divided
the site into five sections, each of which had been
explored by different archeologists over a 30-year
period.
The historical archive included notes,
photographs and maps — some rudimentary and
others more developed — but both the format
and technical language of all the materials
hindered the investigation. It was necessary to
make several visits to the archive over the course
of several weeks; two reporters were involved,
along with an assistant who gathered and
organized the substantial information included
in the news reports.
The digitalization of the archive material allowed
the historical pictures and maps to be compared
with the current state of each property. Through
mapping tools and satellite photographs, it was
possible to reconstruct the terrain, visit it and
understand the ruins without having to set foot
on the site.
During the investigation, it became evident that
the institution created to protect the archeological
heritage had been more focused on archeological
recovery than on preservation. In other words,
the archeological area of Valle de Bravo, inhabited
during the Preclassic period just like Teotihuacan,
was systematically destroyed and although some
of the relics had been recovered, it had been
looted on more than one occasion and eventually
relegated to oblivion.
Even with the investigations of several group of
archeologists, the INAH authorities, in collusion
with the municipal authorities, began to approve
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the construction of luxury residences alongside
the lake on these properties. The final permit
went to the group owned by Alejandro Martí
and Alejandro Aboumrad, both of whom hail
from powerful Mexican families.
Several factors contributed to ultimately preventing
the construction of the mall: public pressure to
protect the last remaining relics of an
archeological zone that had been decimated;
the prominence of the entrepreneurs behind
the mall; and the joint publication of the reports
documenting the destruction by the Méxicoleaks
alliance.

7. Suppose it is true:
Krol fails to pay his
own pensions
Jeroen Trommelen, Investico

The fact is that this incident began with an
activist who blew the whistle on the destruction
of the archeological area, after documenting
it on his own for years. During the investigation,
the whistleblower became a source and a key
to understanding the collusion between the
authorities and the entrepreneurs. In addition,
he served as a liaison with archaeologists who
worked on the archeological recovery at the
site and who were willing to share the politicalcultural strategy behind the institution that had
employed them.
The strategy of a group of local activists to spread
the reports was also critical to the social and
political pressure that has continued to prevent
the shopping mall from being constructed to
this day.
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
September 24th, 2013

Date
October 4th, 2013

Content
Short explanation without
attachments

Result
Parliamentarian Henk Krol
resigns from office.

Submitted to
de Volkskrant,
NRC Handelsblad
Submitted by
Anonymous

THE PUBLICATIONS

Date
October 4th, 2013
Title (1)
Krol ontdook voor
tienduizenden Euro’s aan
pensioenpremies
Title (2)
Our-colleaga’s:
pensioenpaus Henk
‘een gotspe’
Byline
Jeroen Trommelen

That was ‘breach of contract and an utter failure’,
concluded Evert Verhulp, professor of labour
law at the University of Amsterdam. For former
employees that meant a hefty loss of pension.
For some, all that was left after twelve years
of work, was a meagre pension of between 26
and 60 euros per month.
Krol’s now bankrupt company had ceased
payment to the pension funds to save costs.
As MP, Krol had fiercely opposed this type of
practice. Before his own affair came to light,
as a parliamentarian he was vociferously against
the ‘robbery’ of billions from pension funds to
‘close gaps in government budgets or to inflate
company profits. That means pensioners have
to give up a lot of percentages. That’s downright
theft.’
Former employees said that Krol denied having
been aware of the arrears, but he did know all
about the day-to-day operations of the company.
One scandalous fact that came to light was that
while Krol cut back on pensions, printing costs,
freelancers and photos, he systematically left one
expense untouched. That was the salary of his

Publisher
de Volkskrant
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It is not often that a politician resigns as Member
of Parliament on the morning of a newspaper
publication. The exception occurred on 4th
October 2013 when two articles appeared in
de Volkskrant about Henk Krol, Member of
Parliament for the 50Plus party. The man who
presented himself as the champion of better
pensions, turned out to have kept tens of
thousands of euros from his own personnel’s
pension fund when director and editor-in-chief
of the Gay Krant magazine.
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former life partner, Joop Boonstra, who had
founded the magazine with him but who had
not done anything for the last ten years.
On the morning of that publication, Henk Krol
wrote his letter of resignation. ‘After the article in
de Volkskrant it is not possible for me to continue
as the people’s representative. I have no choice
but to resign my position,’ it read. He denied
nothing but remarked ‘my enemies have won.’
His period of regret and repentance did not last
long. Within a year, Krol was back in the House
of Representatives as the 50Plus party leader.
For Publeaks NL the Krol affair was probably an
important publicity success. The newspaper
article specifically mentioned that the tip about
the affair came from the relatively young and
unknown whistleblowers website. On the morning
of the publication — when the consequences
turned out to be unexpectedly large — I realised
that that new method might raise questions with
the reader. So, I immediately typed an explanation
about it, published it on my personal blog and
told the outside world about it via Twitter. In the
course of the day, that piece also appeared on de
Volkskrant website, where it was one of the most
read contributions of the day.
Almost all the talk shows and news programmes
telephoned. Apart from the real news about Krol’s
resignation, they were specifically interested in
the way in which the news had reached the
outside world. I thought I had explained that
adequately in my piece, so I let the chance of
temporary celebrity pass me by.
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What was the tip? It consisted of three paragraphs
of text about unpaid pension contributions for
Gay Krant employees in the early nineties.
There were no documents included. It arrived
on Tuesday 24th September and was sent to both
de Volkskrant and the NRC Handelsblad. That’s
how the collective whistleblowers site works:
as a source, you can tick multiple media at the
same time.
That’s no fun for us journalists, I wrote. If you
want to stay one step ahead of colleagues, you
are forced into rapid triage and can sometimes
lose a lot of time checking tips, ‘just to be sure’.
This tip seemed to have come in second hand
and was not easy to verify. What’s more, I had a
deadline for another article and I was not even
the newspaper’s pension expert. Earlier, the
administrator of our Publeaks-laptop, data
journalist Sybren Kooistra, had tried to pass the
tip onto other colleagues, but they turned out
to be unavailable.
But just suppose for one second that it was all
true! I searched on LinkedIn for former Gay Krant
editors from the period mentioned. I got the most
important editor-in-chief from that time on the
phone. He knew nothing and was able to convince
me that if something like that had happened, it
would have been discussed in the small editing
department of the time. I contacted the curator
of the Gay Krant, who was still working on settling
the bankruptcy. He also said he knew nothing
about the story of overdue pension funds.
So, the tip was incorrect, or so it appeared.
“At times like that, it’s a problem that de
Volkskrant no longer has real investigative
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editors,” I wrote that morning in my hastily typed
explanatory piece. “Who has the time to further
verify a suspected incorrect report? On the other
hand: if it were true, pension defender Henk Krol
would have some explaining to do.”

So, everyone had his own reason for not wanting
to go ‘on the record’ with their story. But through
them I could get the written evidence that the
Publeaks NL tip-off had unfortunately not
included.

That same day, my remark about the lack of
real investigative editors got me into a fierce
argument with my editor-in-chief. He called
me up, furious, and said I had damaged the
newspaper. I should discuss the desirability
of a separate editorial team with him; not out
in the open.

Some readers suspected that de Volkskrant was
out to see Henk Krol fall from grace, as the first
reactions showed. In my view, my explanation
showed that this was certainly not the case. I was
just doing my job. It was a relatively simple,
journalistic exercise based on a tip that seemed
a bit too serious to ignore. The immediate impact
of the publication was extraordinary but also
temporary — as it turned out a year later. Much
to my surprise, in 2014 I was awarded the Tegel
for it, the press prize for the best news publication
of that year.

But that was not how the comment was intended.
I wanted to explain that, despite pressure from
possible competition, we had not just taken an
anonymous tip, but that we had done solid
research, even if it was rushed. Together with
data journalist Sybren Kooistra I had found other
former employees of the Gay Krant via their
profiles on Facebook, LinkedIn and Hyves.
One employee said, ‘he had heard the rumour’,
but knew nothing himself (which did not turn
out to be true later). I asked if I could send a
mail through him to people who might know
something about it. That’s what happened.

I remained bothered by the remark about the
investigative editors. It is, after all, better to have
a specialised group of investigative reporters
for stories that often present themselves
spontaneously, take a lot of time and are socially
relevant. In September 2016 I decided to follow
my heart and became editor-in-chief of Investico,
a platform for investigative journalism.

A couple of days later we were contacted
by someone who wanted to tell the true story,
and through him a few more too. It had to be
anonymous because of the confidentiality
clause that employees had signed. Some former
employees are now freelancers and did not
want to be seen as recalcitrant or difficult.
Others worked for the re-launched Gay Krant
under a new owner.
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8. Publeaks NL on
snooping in medical
records
Jan Born, EenVandaag
Lotte Kuipers, EenVandaag
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THE TIP-OFF

THE OUTCOME

Date
April 2018

Result
Haga Hospital files a report
with the Dutch Data
Protection Authority.
Questions are raised in
Dutch Parliament. Following
an internal investigation 85
members of staff at the
Haga hospital are formally
reprimanded.

Content
Notification without
attachments
Submitted to
de Volkskrant
Submitted by
Anonymous

THE PUBLICATION

Date
April 5th, 2018
Title
Tientallen snuffelden
ongeoorloofd in medisch
dossier Barbie
Byline
Jan Born, Lotte Kuipers
Publisher
EenVandaag

In the spring of 2018, a short tip came in on the
EenVandaag Publeaks NL account, causing great
commotion when it reached publication. The
whistleblower reported anonymously that there
was to be a major investigation into the Haga
Hospital in The Hague, concerning more than
80 unauthorised viewings of the medical records
of a Dutch celebrity hospitalized there at the time.
The Dutch celebrity in question was reality-star
Samantha de Jong, popularly known as ‘Barbie’.
Up to then, the hospital had kept quiet about the
investigation, because checking medical records
without good reason is a gross violation of patient
privacy. Although this tip naturally attracts more
attention because it concerns a Dutch celebrity,
I am immediately triggered by ‘medical records’
and ‘privacy’. The discussion about security of
electronic patient records has been around for
some time in the Netherlands and neighbouring
countries, where medical records are digitized
more and more, and exchanged between care
providers electronically.
The tip is concise, but that doesn’t matter.
An earlier tip that reached me via Publeaks NL,
was about “inadequate fire safety in the caves
of Valkenburg and the Christmas markets held
there”. It was a single sentence, which brought
us three stories about what was and is wrong
at the caves.
Let’s get back to Barbie, and the tip. Of course,
I had to verify that the tip was correct. Before I
made the call to the hospital, me and our intern,
Lotte, first made several calls to various
organisations that deal with this type of incidents.
From the Dutch Association of Hospitals to the
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Dutch Data Protection Authority, from the Patient
Federation to the Royal Dutch Medical Society.
Without giving away too much, we first wanted
to know what the rules are. What happens when
someone snoops around in patient records
without the proper authorisation?
The informant told us that he/she runs the risk
of losing his or her job. That is why we proceeded
cautiously. I call the Haga Hospital, hoping to
have the Publeaks NL tip confirmed. That took
a while, but we eventually received confirmation
from the hospital the day after we received the
tip. I let the hospital tell me who’s medical records
are concerned, and I also want to hear straight
from the horse’s mouths just how many times
these records were accessed.

At 6 o’clock in the morning, the press release
is sent to the various media and our research is
published online. The news explodes, it’s all over
the place, on every platform. And the follow-up
stories are still running to this day. In our items
we explicitly mention that the tip came to us via
Publeaks NL. We also did that with earlier,
valuable tips received via Publeaks NL. Our
experience is that this leads to more new tips
and it’s a sign of appreciation for those who
have taken the trouble to ‘leak’ to EenVandaag.
There is plenty of room for improvement,
but, in this sense, Publeaks NL lives up to our
expectations. Whistleblowing pays off, especially
when it comes to matters that concern everyone.
Do you want to report something? Then do it
preferably to EenVandaag.

It turns out that since March 2018 an investigation
had been ongoing and that the breach of privacy
had not been reported to the Dutch Data
Protection Authority. Shortly after my telephone
call, the Haga Hospital apparently did inform
the Dutch Data Protection Authority. We set dates
for interviews and I prepared a press release.
Since the tip was sent to several media and I am
the second person to have opened it, I remain
uncertain until the next morning whether we can
keep this story ‘dry’. In other words, that after
investigation, EenVandaag is the first to publish,
without other media aware of our research.
When it is clear I am the first and only person so
far to have telephoned the Haga Hospital, I am
more confident. We jointly agree that they won’t
work with third parties while in return I will keep
the hospital informed about what we intend to
publish.
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C. Whistleblowers are
essential for informed
citizens and vital
democracies
Antoine Deltour, LuxLeaks whistleblower
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PERSONALIA

Name
Antoine Deltour
Biography
LuxLeaks whistleblower

I was working as an auditor for a large accounting
firm in Luxembourg when I discovered that the
firm was working for clients with tax practices
that were outrageously unfair beyond your
imagination. The Luxembourgish tax administration
gave written consent, in extremely confidential
documents called ‘tax rulings’, to sophisticated
tax arrangements that allow multinationals to pay
practically no tax on colossal profits generated in
other countries. More often than not, benefiting
from such tax rulings was the only reason for
these multinationals to establish a branch office
in Luxembourg.
Deeply outraged by these practices, I resigned
from my position. The day before I left, I took with
me hundreds of documents with these very
sensitive tax rulings. I subsequently entrusted
these documents to a journalist.
My actions led to the Luxembourg Leaks scandal
also known as LuxLeaks. The Luxembourg tax
rulings and its consequences were revealed in
November 2014 by the International Consortium
of Investigative Journalism (ICIJ). The extensive
media coverage and the wave of outrage that
followed, generated significant political pressure
for tax reforms in Europe. To date, these reform
are very insufficient and have not eradicated tax
avoidance in Europe. But there have been some
real steps forward, such as the automatic
exchange of information on tax rulings between
European member states. The European
Commission has also started several investigations
into corporate tax avoidance in the European
Union.
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While this scandal was unfolding in the
international media, the two whistleblowers —
Raphaël Halet and myself — and the journalist
Edouard Perrin were prosecuted for their actions
in national courts in Luxembourg. The judicial
inquiry forced me to give up my status as an
anonymous source. I was now a public
whistleblower. A long, trying and costly legal
battle followed. Thankfully I received
overwhelming support from relatives, NGOs,
elected representatives and a host of people
that choose to remain anonymous. I was finally
acquitted in January 2018 when the courts ruled
that I am indeed a whistleblower deserving of
whistleblower protection, given the criteria set
by the European Court of Human Rights.
Publeaks and other civil society initiatives like it,
allow people to tell the truth and speak out, safe
in the knowledge that ‘someone will have their
back’. A source may face intimidations, reprisals,
sanctions or even forced exile. It is therefore
absolutely essential to strengthen legislative
provisions for the protection of whistleblowers.
The vitality of our democracies depends on a
well informed citizenry, and well informed citizens
depend on protection for those who choose to
speak truth to power.
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The mission of Publeaks is
to connect witnesses with
the media, no matter who
they are.

Publeaks allows whistleblowers and journalists
to communicate privately,
anonymously and safely.

The number of Publeaks
projects around the world is
growing. New platforms are
planned for Iran, Malaysia
and other countries.

Publeaks makes countersurveillance technologies
transparent and available
to journalists and their
sources.

publeaks.nl
mexicoleaks.mx
leaks.ng
indonesialeaks.id
Publeaks supports
investigative journalism,
holding governments and
businesses to account.
Leaks.ng
Since August 2017
25 media partners
Tens of tip-offs
Tens of publications
Indonesialeaks
Since Month 2016
9 media partners
Tens of tip-offs
Tens of publications
Méxicoleaks
Since March 2015
8 media partners
Thousands of tip-offs
Tens of publications

Publeaks improves security
for journalists and their
sources.
Secure communication
between whistleblowers
and investigative
reporters.
Easy-to-use countersurveillance technology
and digital security
training.
A trusted media alliance
leads to joint research,
knowledge sharing and
better investigative
reporting.

Publeaks NL
Since September 2013
25 media partners
Hundreds of tip-offs
Dozens of publications
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Free Press Unlimited strongly believes
that all people are entitled to have
access to unbiased, reliable and timely
information. This enables them to assess
their own living conditions, influence
these and make the right decisions.
Freedom of the Press and Freedom of
Information are vital for gathering and
spreading reliable, unbiased information.
Media play a crucial role in providing
people free and unrestricted access to
information that can help them develop
and monitor the authorities.
Free Press Unlimited wants to make
and keep objective news and information
available to everyone, especially to
people in countries without or with
limited (press) freedom.
By supporting local media professionals
and journalists, Free Press Unlimited
wants to help people gain and keep access
to the information they need to survive
and develop.
With Publeaks, Free Press Unlimited
enables whistleblowers and journalists
to communicate free from censorship and
interference.
Whistleblowers are anonymous and
in control of their communication, and
remain the silent heroes behind the
headlines.
Only after a thorough investigation
will a story be published to publicly
expose wrongdoings. In this way,
the public gets to hear about matters
which the authorities, powerful business
and criminal gangs want to keep
under wraps.
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